Contributing to Fedora

- How to be a good Fedora Citizen
- How to make Fedora work for you
A LAB FOR OPEN SOURCE DEVELOPMENT

lab rules:

If you do it, do it in public.
Make it new, but make it work.
Fail, learn, and repeat.

As quickly as possible!
But most of all...

Be involved with your computer!
Projects

- Packaging
- Marketing
- Ambassadors
- Quality Assurance
- Translation
- Infrastructure

- Documentation
- Artwork
- Bug Triage
- Support
- Websites
- Games
“I wish I could download my own custom version of Fedora from a website.”

“I wish I could carry my entire computer with me on a single USB key.”

“I wish someone would fix the bug I filed six months ago.”

“I wish I could use all of these old computers in our school's classrooms.”

“I wish I had the power to fix this simple bug in Thunderbird.”

“I wish I could just run this one command on every system in the company and get the results in a simple list.”

“I wish they'd teach how open source works at my university.”
Limitless Opportunity

There are always more bugs to fix
There are always new tools to write
There are always new projects to start

Work in the Community and build your name
First You Play

Get Fedora for free
Poke it, Prod it, Share it, Use it
Be curious
Then you learn

“How do I see emails from my girlfriend first?”
“How to I hook a web server to a database?”
“Can I write a script to do this? Or that?”
“Wow, there are actually cool games on Linux!”

The internet changes everything.
Then you do

“I set up a wiki server for my company.”
“I built a backup system for my lab at school.”
“I wrote a script to email hockey scores to my phone.”

The more you do, the more there is to do.
Then you give back

“Network manager keeps losing my key. How do I file a bug?”

“I'm working on a spelling game for my nephew. How do I share it with others?”

“I made my own Fedora Live CD – let me show everyone how I did it!”
Then you teach

“Here's why open source is better.”

“Yeah, that's broken. Here's how to file a bug.”

“Your rpm doesn't build properly. Here's a fix.”
Users of OSS

(Good!)

Googlers

('lil Better!)

Bug reporters

(Better!)

Patches

(Awesome!)

Maintainers

(Best!)
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